Wiring a combo switch

It only takes a minute to sign up. So I have a light outlet I want to turn into a combo outlet and
switch. However I open and pulled the wires out of the wall box and it has 3 white wires tied
together not going to old switch. And 3 black wires, 2 tied together and pigtailed to one pole on
the switch the the 3rd going to the other pole on the old switch. I have it wired currently like the
old switch just using black wires and the switch works but of course the outlet does not. Since
you broke the tab, you have electrically two separate devices, so you will need one extra wire
instead of two. But no big deal. You will need one extra piece of black wire and one extra piece
of white wire, and two wire nuts to replace the existing wire nuts. Others may vary somewhat.
One of the 3 black wires is hot. Your switch side could go in the way it was to the new switch.
Connect the silver screw to the white wires for the outlet side a pig tail works best here. What
you have to figure out is the hot wire, not hard. You know the black you hooked up to the outlet
is not the hot. So you have 2 other choices once you have the correct hot on the outlet run that
to the hot side of the switch and the other 2 wires depend, 1 is the light, and you know it goes
on the other side of the switch. The last of the 3 blacks may be another receptacle if so put it on
the hot side. If it is a second light put it on the black switched side. In this case if you keep
blacks separate from white you can mix and match until you get them correct. If you also want
this receptacle switched feed the switched contact over to the black of the receptacle and you
are done. Make all changes with the breaker off for safety and let us know you got it. Use a
voltage meter and check it out. Voltage from the blacks and white with the wire nuts should be
V, and powering the single black wire should light the light. Hope this helps. Sign up to join this
community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Asked 1 month ago. Active 10
days ago. Viewed 31 times. Improve this question. Tony Karlovich Tony Karlovich 1. Add a
comment. Active Oldest Votes. Existing black switch hot wire the one that is combined with two
others goes to black screw on switch top right if switch on top New black wire connected to the
other three black wires in a wire nut and to the black screw on receptacle lower right Existing
black switched hot wire the one that is by itself goes to brass screw on switch top left New
white wire connected to all the other white wires in a wire nut and to the silver screw on
receptacle lower left. Improve this answer. Ed Beal Ed Beal Sign up or log in Sign up using
Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name.
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Leave a Reply Cancel reply. A combo device is the combination of switch and outlet in the same
enclosure box. The builtin switch can be wired to control the receptacle in the enclosure box.
The switch can be also wired through a jumper wire where the switch will control an additional
load point such as lighting point. Before wiring installation of a combo device, one must know
the basic different between Combo GFCI and Combo switch outlet. In Switch and Outlet combo
device, the narrow blade is for Line Hot and the wider blade is for Neutral. There is a break way
fin tab intact to the line hot side which can be removed if switch is needed to control additional
load otherwise, a jumper wire can be added between the switch load terminal and lower line
terminal while removing the break away fin tab hence, it will control the socket outlet in the
enclosure box. The break away fin tab is intact therefore, line hot is connected to the only one
brass terminal on line side. The neutral is connected to the neutral silver terminal. The switch
load brass terminal and neutral is connected to the light bulb. This way, the built-in switch
controls the lighting point and socket outlet can be used for other loads and can be connected
via plugs. Related Wiring:. In this wiring diagram, the builtin switch in the combo device
controls a lighting point whereas, outlet can be used for other loads. To add an additional outlet
to the combo device, simple connect the line, neutral and ground terminals as shown in the fig

below. Use tight wire nuts for cable and wire joints. Related Posts:. In this wiring diagram, the
builtin switch is controlled by separate source i. To do this, simple remove the breakaway fin
between the line terminals and connect the upper terminal to source one and the lower line
terminal to source two. The lower neutral should be connected to the source two neutral wire
and the switch load should be connected to the load point i. Keep in mind that if the break away
fin tab is not available in your existing or new combo switch-outlet device, then this kind of
wiring connection is not possible. In this wiring connection, the builtin switch controls the
receptacle outlet in the combo device enclosure. To do this wiring, simply remove the break
away fin tab between two hot terminals hot side. Now, take a jumper wire and connect between
the switch load terminal and lower hot terminal on the line side As shown in fig below. Finally,
connect the neutral and ground wire as shown in the fig. Note that if there is no break away fin
tab between two line terminals, this connection is not possible to do then. As discussed in the
previous post here, any receptacle outlet, switch and combo device connected to the load side
of a GFCI are ground faults protected. General Information about Electrical Outlets:. Related
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Combo Switch Outlet: These switch outlets are pretty handy and once the wiring designations
are understood the wiring can be a snap. Combination Switch and Outlet Combination Electrical
Question: I would like to replace a single light switch with a combination switch with pilot light
and outlet. However, the outlet does not work if the switch is not at the ON position. Skill Level:
Beginner to Intermediate. This electrical project is best performed by a Licensed Electrician.
Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience and ability to work with tools. Notice:
Installing additional fixture wiring should be done with a permit and be inspected. Wiring
Diagrams. Electrical outlet wiring. Electrical wire. The first switch controls the vanity light. The
switch on the combo controls the exhaust fan and the outlet is not switched. There are two
wires running into the box, the first one has the neutral wire hot and the black wire is not hot.
The second wire has both wires hot. I believe that the first wire comes from the vanity light and
the second comes from the fan. This is the first floor of a two story house so there is no way to
look at which wire comes from were. Can some one please tell me how to wire these so it will
operate properly. There are ground wires with each wire also. Hi Mark, Typically we use a
voltage tester or a continuity tester to help identify the wiring for light fixtures and exhaust fans.
In many instances when a cable has a white wire which has voltage and the black does not, then
the white and black wire are being used for the switching process. For example: the light fixture
would have a separate cable with the power source up at the light fixture, where the white wire
is the power leading into the switch, and back wire is the switch controlled power that leads
back up to the light fixture. The power originates at the light fixture from a separate cable. The
power which was used for the combo outlet will need to be verified, as well as the wiring to the
fan unit. The key will be to verify where the power source originates, then the wires that are
used for the switching process. I hope this helps, Dave. My question is similar to the one about
wiring a Cooper W, but my switch does not have the outlet â€” only the pilot light. What I have is
a pilot that is always on and the switch now controls everything in that gang switch assembly
the entire circuit â€” when I switch it off, everything on the circuit goes off. What have I done
wrong? Hi Joe, As you have described, the way the original 3 switches were wired within the
frame was that the looped wire to all three switches was the Line of the power source. After that,
each other wire connected to each light switch was the connected Load, such as a light fixture.
Pilot light combo switches come in a few configurations and types, where the pilot light will be a
neon light which is basically wired within the Load side of the switch, or an incandescent pilot
light which requires a separate neutral wire. In any case, you will need to identify which pilot
light you have in order to make the correct wire connections. The condition that you have
described where one switch controls the other switches is because the load side of the first
switch has been looped as the Line side of the other switches, therefore the wiring must be
changed so that the Line side is configured properly for all of the other switches. To help you
make the correct wiring connections, make sure to identify all of the wires properly, and then
make the connections. I hope this helps you, Dave. Name required. Email will not be published
required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. Mark says:. July 13, at am. Dave
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the available access to the project area. Important: Modifying existing electrical circuits or
installing additional electrical wiring should be done according to local and National Electrical
Codes, with a permit and be inspected. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience,
ability to work with tools and install electrical wiring. Precaution: Identify the circuit power
source at the panel, turn it OFF and Tag it with a Note before installing wiring or working or
making connections. Notice: Installing additional outlet wiring should be done through the local
building authority, according to applicable local and national electrical codes, with a permit, and
have required inspections. How to Wire a Switch. Guide to Home Electrical Wire. Wiring a
Disposal. For more information about Home Wiring Home Wiring. I want to power a receptacle
so that it is turned on through a plug switch combo. I have a swag light I want to turn on
through the switch instead of plugging it in each time to use it. Hi Dave, A switch will be much
more convenient for sure. There are a few ways this can be done depending where the power
source will be located within the wiring configuration, however wiring a switch is simply the
method of breaking the power wire of the power source. This is explained in many articles and
described in wiring diagrams found here. I hope this helps, Dave. Name required. Email will not
be published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. Dave Zettle says:. May 25,
at am. Dave Rongey says:. Click here to cancel reply. How to Wire an Over the Range
Microwave. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools,
work with electrical wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important: Modifying
existing electrical circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done according to
local and National Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected. Lately I have had many site
visitors asking me to write an article on how to wire a duplex switch and receptacle combination
device. As with any electrical project, make sure that you take all necessary precautions, most
important being to make sure you shut off the power. Always review the safety page on our
website. Follow this link to get your copy. They can work in conjunction with one another, or
they can be connected and used independent of each other. In your garage or shop, you would
like to install a task light, like a florescent light fixture over workbench. However, the walls are
all finished so getting a new wire to a switch and then up to the light is not that simple.
However, you have a receptacle just above the bench that you can get your power source from.
A typical example of this situation is if you had the same scenario as above, but with a 3-wire cir
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cuit, such as in a kitchen split receptacle, and wanting to add some under-counter lighting for
example. Just as the receptacle that you replaced will have the tab on the hot side removed,
here we have to remove the tab on the device as well. This will put the light on a different circuit
as the receptacle, but again will give you the desired result of a usable receptacle, and a
switched light fixture without a difficult wiring renovation. However it is an example of how we
can have the switch and receptacle operating independently from one another on different
circuits. Scenario 3. Here is a situation where your desired result is a receptacle controlled by
the switch in the combination device. Instead of plugging the light in and out every time you
want to control the light, this will allow you to keep it plugged in and use the switch for control.
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